Match each character with his or her description.

1. ______ Chester  a. a lawyer
2. ______ Harold  b. an English professor at a college
3. ______ Mr. Monroe  c. Mr. and Mrs. Monroe’s youngest son
4. ______ Mrs. Monroe  d. Mr. and Mrs. Monroe’s oldest son
5. ______ Toby  e. the Monroe’s cat
6. ______ Pete  f. the Monroe’s dog

7. This book is written from _________________________’s point-of-view.

8. What unusual thing happened when the Monroe family went to the movies?

____________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________

9. What movie had the Monroe’s gone to see at the beginning of this story?

____________________________________________

10. Chester thought the patch of black fur on the bunny’s back looked like....
   a. a black ink spot  b. a map
c. a vampire  d. a cape
Match each character with his or her description.

1. e Chester  a. a lawyer
2. f Harold  b. an English professor at a college
3. b Mr. Monroe  c. Mr. and Mrs. Monroe’s youngest son
4. a Mrs. Monroe  d. Mr. and Mrs. Monroe’s oldest son
5. c Toby  e. the Monroe’s cat
6. d Pete  f. the Monroe’s dog

7. This book is written from Harold’s point-of-view.

8. What unusual thing happened when the Monroe family went to the movies?

They found a bunny on the seat of the movie theater. It was in a shoebox with dirt in the bottom.

9. What movie had the Monroe’s gone to see at the beginning of this story? Dracula

10. Chester thought the patch of black fur on the bunny's back looked like....  d
    a. a black ink spot  b. a map
    c. a vampire  d. a cape